In the present paper we examine rank-2 stable bundles over Q3 with c\ = 0 and c-i = 2 or 4.
Let us recall that the spinor bundle E_ on an odd-dimensional quadric ζ^+i is the restriction of the universal 2 V -bundle on the Grassmannian Gr(2 I/ , 2 Z/+1 ). Then E_* = E{1). On an even-dimensional quadric Qι v , v > 2, there are two spinor bundles, corresponding to the two reguli of v-planes. The following characterization of the bundles with no intermediate cohomology was proved in [1] : THEOREM. For a vector bundle F on Q n , n>2, it is H*{F{1)) = 0 for all 0 < / < n, I e 2, if and only if F is a direct sum of line bundles #{l) and of their tensor product with spinor bundles. ll 0 < / < n, I e 2, if and only if F is a direct s and of their tensor product with spinor bundles.
1.
Bundles with C\ = 0, Cι = 2. In this section we prove the following PROPOSITION 1. Let % be a stable bundle on Qι with c\ = 0, cι = 2. Then l?(l) is globally generated {and therefore is Fano).
Then, in view of the Proposition (3.2) from [7] we have: COROLLARY. Any stable rank-2 bundle on Qz with C\ = 0, cι = 2 is the pullback of a null correlation bundle on P 3 via some double covering (?3 -* P 3 {see [5] for a definition of the null correlation bundle).
To prove the proposition we apply a technique of "killing H ι ", developed by Horrocks, see the final acknowledgments in [2] . Namely, starting from a bundle & with, say, H x {^{-\)) Φ 0, we take a nontrivial extension of «^(-1) by (9 which corresponds to this element of the cohomology. Then the middle bundle of the exact sequence that forms the extension has "simpler" cohomology than the initial one. Eventually, we obtain a bundle with no intermediate cohomology and we use classification theorems of such bundles, see [1] . The proof will be divided into several steps.
Step 1. Using the information on the spectrum of stable bundles, [3] , we calculate the cohomology of ί?(l):
Step 2. Let us take a nontrivial extension Step 3 
we consider an extension
Step 4. We then calculate that C is a rank-4 vector bundle with all Chern classes zero and the cohomology i with a < 1, b<\.
Step 5 Step 6. In a similar way we get rid of a (possibly) positive a. Let us take (4) o-+D*-+F->d?->O, Proof. It follows easily from the characterization of bundles with no intermediate cohomology.
Step 7. If F is^6, then D and C in (4) and (3) ( 1) is globally generated, because it is an image of B* (see
Step 8. We now want to exclude the case F = ^2 ©£©£*• Assume this is the case. Let us look at the epimorphism F -» ^ in (4). Its dual is an embedding 0 c ^Θ^θ£θ£*. Because ΛΓ°(£) = 0 and £* has no non-vanishing sections, see [1] , then the embedding map sends & into ^0^. Hence the bundle D* in (4) is equal to i?®E_®E_*. In the same way we conclude that C = E_®E_*, so instead of (5) we get (7) 0 -* <?(-!) -+ E® E* -> B(l) -> 0. 
/\(E®E*)= f\(E)®(E®E*)®f\(E*)
we obtain an analogue of (6):
0-+B -+ 0(1) ® %*t/(E) ® <?(-l) ->B* --•O,
whose twist by -1 is which contradicts the cohomology tables from Step 2 and Step 3-namely that B(-l) and B*(-l) have no sections.
Bundles with C\ = 0, c 2 = 4. In view of the results of [7]
the following completes the proof of the theorem stated at the beginning of the paper. PROPOSITION 
2.
A vector bundle % on Q 3 which has C\ = 0, c 2 = 4 cannot be Fano. Proof. First let us note that an unstable I? with c\ = 0, c 2 = 4 cannot be Fano-this is proved at the beginning of §3 in [7] . So let us assume that % is stable. Using the spectrum technique [3] , we calculate the cohomology of &(j) to be Proof, Assume Z is the zero set of a section of such an Because of stability, Z is not a surface while the indecomposability of % shows that Z is not empty. Hence Z must be a curve. By the adjunction formula we have (10) tf z =*fe(-l)|Z;
hence no connected component of Z may be a single line. Since C2(^(l)) = 6, we conclude that Z has at most three connected components. Let us consider the bundles given as extensions Therefore a local deformation of a bundle given by (11) need not be such. The bundles that do not arise from deformations of those given by (11) must then come from curves C's having at least four components, which is not possible by (10). Hence έ?(l) has no section. Because of the semicontinuity, the same holds for a generic bundle in the same component. D
